Dance/NYC advocates on behalf of the greater New York City dance community with core values based on justice, equity, and inclusion. As the only dance service non-profit in New York City, Dance/NYC uses its action-oriented research as the foundation for effectively advocating to make all New Yorkers, New Yorkers for Dance. Dance/NYC advocates on behalf of the dance sector and remains adaptable to best serve the changing needs of dance workers, artists, organizations, and businesses to ensure that dance thrives in the metropolitan New York City area and isn’t leaving until it does.

Get counted in the Dance Industry Census!

On July 20, 2022 Dance/NYC launched the Dance Industry Census, which is the first comprehensive research study that aims to better understand the size, makeup, health and state of the dance ecosystem in the metropolitan New York City area in order to address economic inequities in the field and ensure that all dance workers are recognized and represented.

As a central component in advocacy and casemaking to legislators, stakeholders, and funders, data from this study will be used to influence and advocate for meaningful change in policies and practices that directly impact the dance industry and its many workers.

Get counted today!